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Message from the Chair
December 2018 has been extremely exciting as our NFO heroes brought the runner-up trophy to UAE. A proud moment for the Chapter
and a dream turned into a reality. It was a unique learning experience for all participants, organizers, coordinators and for the audience
around too. You will find stage wise details about NFO inside this Spotlight.
As I mentioned in my last message, we are looking for having corporate sponsorship for the long term sustainability of the chapter
activities. We invite you to come forward and spread the word around in your organizations and introduce them to the ICAP and CA
Pakistan brand. Please join hands with us in achieving our goals. Your views, feedback and suggestions at admin@icapuaechapter.org

Key Note from a Veteran

Saleem Ibrahim Kapoorwala, FCA
ICAP Membership No. 1515
Qualified – 1984
Articled -- Ford Rhodes Robson Morrow
Karachi
Currently with Danyaal & Mahrukh
Associates. UAE

Challenges and Lessons of Life!
“When the guns stopped booming at Dien Bein Phu in Vietnam in May
1954, thousands of miles away in the new bustling city of Karachi, I was
born”! This was how my journey commenced with Toastmasters as my
first introductory project in 2006. Public speaking was new but I
plunged in to learn something exciting, with the thought in mind that if
at any stage I feel I know everything, I will simply continue to pass it on
and that became my motto.
The early years primary education in Karachi was with Grand folks and
Little folks school and then Sadiq Public School in Bahawalpur. Scared
of the water at Karachi beaches, I was thrown one fine day in the
swimming pool, desperately waving here and there and had to learn or
drown. By the time came home for holidays, the high waves at Sands-pit
and Hawkes-Bay were fun. Secondary schooling was at Cantt Public
School and B-Com from St Patrick College Karachi. Before college I
learned typing and got enrolled in London Chamber of Commerce
Bookkeeping and Accountancy certification courses which paved the
future journey.
The years at accounting firm began in 1974 as a trainee and ended in
1986 as Audit Manager, covering audits of all types of entities
manufacturing, trading, services, banks and hotels, locally and abroad,

learning the application of audits, taxation, internal controls, analysis and
reporting of all forms of Corporate establishments . After travelling every
nook and corner of the country, my first overseas assignment was Abu
Dhabi in 1982, and then later in other Gulf countries, to handle a large
number of audit assignments running parallel, managing, training and
advising ample staff.
While exiting the firm and about to join the industry, one of the partners
requested me for an audit at Maldives island as a going away present.
The learning continued with managing the finances of a computer
company dealing in computer hardware and software development and
therefore working with software designers to make information
technology packages. It was 1986 and world was still a Dos and FoxBase
environment with Microsoft Windows just making an entry.
Tried my hands by setting up an accounting firm in 1990 with added
software development and saw Indians already making inroads overseas
in 1990. In 1991 however a walk in interview for a CA with no reference
and with series of various discussions with Directors got me selected.
The next morning to my surprise the group CFO simply offered me his
chair! It was once again the swimming pool with option to swim or drown.
1991 saw Pakistan embark on a privatization program and therefore the
Group provided an opportunity to review analyze and bid for major
business units. It was not only the accounting records but physical
evaluation of all assets and production facilities to prepare due diligence,
discounted cash flows, project IRR and arrive at a comfortable bid price.
It was therefore encouraging to find myself successful in the bidding of
many state units, finalization of agreements and take over from the
privatization commission. Setting up of industrial units, corporate
entities, mutual fund and Modarabas provided learning of Securities and
Exchange rules, stock exchange, corporate finance with private equity
placements and public issues (IPO). I used similar experience
internationally for acquisition and mergers in Sri Lanka, private
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Update on ICAP UAE CFO Conference 2019:
Till date your Management Committee has held 5 meetings with the ICAP Working Committee
and Steering committee to discuss the proposed ICAP UAE CFO Conference 2019.
MC has already met with different event planners for finalizing the event's details and
estimates, including Mr. Qazi Waqas from Simfotix - an event management company which had
helped us in organizing the last CFO Conference. Your MC shared an initial proposed budget in
December 2018 for the CFO Conference with the Working Committee. The estimated budget
was further revised downward to AED 498,500 from initially discussed AED 532,850. The
planned conference is expected to be attended by an audience of 500-550 delegates.
- MC has proposed the following Budgeted Revenue stream to support the proposed expenditure
for the Conference:
i) ICAP as principal sponsor supporting AED 165,000
ii) Old/Continued Sponsors to support AED 183,500 and
iii) New Sponsors target at AED 150,000
The proposed budget and revenue stream will be discussed in the upcoming meeting for the
approval of Council.

Members of the Month
Muhammad Nafees (Dubai)
Mian Ahmed Farhan (Dubai)
For their valuable contributions and initiatives for NFO 2018.

Financial Highlights
Events that took place in Dubai, during
December include a Cricket League and
National Finance Olympiad.
UAE Chapter collaborated with sponsors
for these events. Income and
expenditure for the reported period is
shown separately for each event.

Own A Brick
ICAP Wall in Pakistan Centre needs a contribution of 1,000 bricks out of which 143 have been
subscribed so far! Lets join hands to honor the pledge and register a mark in history. Please visit
www.pad.ae or contact us at admin@icapuaechapter.org for further details.
admin@icapuaechapter.org
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NFO 2018: UAE Chapter's
Unforgettable Journey

Round 1

First Round of National Finance Olympiad 2018
held on Thursday Dec 13, 2018 at 9 am at World Trade Centre Club, Dubai:
Four teams from UAE volunteered to participate in the NFO 2018, to contest with 36 teams taking part in the competition from Lahore and Karachi.
First Round of National Finance Olympiad 2018 was held on Thursday Dec 13, 2018 at 9 am at World Trade Centre Club, Dubai. Four teams from UAE
volunteered to participate in the NFO 2018, to contest with 36 teams participating from Karachi and Lahore. The 12 NFO contestants were sitting
prepared with reference books around, ready to run the first MCQ round with an aim to win. They shifted in their seats and glanced at their computer
screens — question after question, scenario after scenario, attempting with the best of their knowledge and team work. It took them around 2 weeks to
get prepared and appear in the first round. Their knowledge in Basic Accounting Concepts, Advanced Accounting Application, Business Financial
Management and Compliance & Governance, was tested as MCQs through a 3- hour computer-based exam.
A representative of assessment team from Karachi Mr. Shahzad Niaz was busy setting up examination software and computer connections to conduct
the first round, on the night prior to the exam. Hats off to him. He made sure everything went smooth throughout the 3 hour exam time. The
prerequisites of the exam were not easy. Only printed bound volumes of IFRS were allowed to be kept as reference (no soft copies), no support material
was to be carried for Pakistani taxation, corporate law and governance guidelines. Mobile phones were required to be switched off, and there was
negative marking for each incorrect answer!

Initially results were communicated through an email to the Chair of Managing Committee from Karachi. There was a fantastic vibe in the hall
as participants guessed the team(s) who might have qualified. The Chair to MC shared her views about the Chapter’s maiden journey in NFO.
She appreciated all the participants to have stepped forward thus enabling the chapter to make such a valuable contribution. She then
invited the guests to distribute the certificate of participation to all the NFO participants. Then came the coveted moment. The name of the
Team from UAE who qualified the First Round was announced. Out of total 40 teams, 15 teams made their way to the second round of NFO
having 1 team representing UAE Chapter. “The Lone Rangers” from Abu Dhabi and all other participants who contributed through their efforts
and time deserve utmost appreciation.

admin@icapuaechapter.org
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NFO 2018: Assessment Round
Round 2

Second Round of National Finance Olympiad 2018
Second Round of National Finance Olympiad 2018 was held on Tuesday Dec 18, 2018 at 9:30
am at Karachi School of Business and Leadership (KSBL), Karachi & Lahore:

6 teams headed to Finale

Assessment and Simulation:
The Lone Rangers headed to Karachi from Abu Dhabi with loads of expectations and wishes
from the chapter. In the second round they found themselves making business decisions
simulating to reflect real-life experiences, along with other participants. They were judged on
different metrics of financial performance and leadership traits. KSBL facilitator took the 15
teams through the Simulation including a debriefing session. The case study simulation was
selected from the depository of Harvard business school. The simulation comprised a Roleplay which was software based, and the teams playedAPRIL
as a single
unit. BasedSALE
on the score of
17: POSTER
Assessment & Simulation Round, top 6 teams advanced
to Grand
Finale.
UAE Chapter’s “The
APRIL
21: ART
SHOW
Lone Rangers” rocked the show, got the highest marks in the simulation round and proudly
APRIL 28: SCULPTURE CLASS
marched to the Finale list along with other 5 teams!

APRIL 29: MUSIC SHOW

This was Chapter’s first time entry and experience in such a competition, which was primarily
intended to increase engagement with ICAP activities. The UAE based members hardly knew
about NFO; so the chapter having representation in the second and final rounds, elevated the
surprise element. The clicks on Facebook page of chapter and other social media channels
exhibited member’s increasing interest in the event.
The Lone Rangers chose to debate in favor of Devaluation of Currency as the right strategy to
stabilize the economy against EY Ford Rhodes in the grand Finale.
admin@icapuaechapter.org
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NFO 2018 Grand Finale:
UAE Chapter made History
Grand Finale (Final Round) of National Finance Olympiad 2018
held on Thursday Dec 20, 2018 at 6:00 pm at Marriott, Karachi:
Winning is Fun,
But winning is not the point.
Wanting to win is the point!!
Not giving up is the point!!..
Never letting up is the point!!
Never being satisfied with what is already done is the point!
Finale comprised 6 qualified teams battling for the trophy in front of the
nominated panel of jury and around 200 delegates from Industry and fraternity.
First Part of the final was the debate round in which two teams debated for and
against on a single topic which would be intimated after the Assessment &
Simulation Round. Each team was required to present the topic for maximum six
minutes followed by a two-minute rebuttal. Debate was evaluated based on the
organization and comprehension of the topic, persuasiveness and rebuttal, use of
visual aid and delivery style. Our team presented well in favor of the topic of
Devaluation as the right strategy to stabilize the economy against EY Ford Rhodes.
The other teams also presented some heated debate rounds and received praise
from the audience.
Synopsis of the Debate Round:
The Lone Rangers started their discussion in favor of the topic with:
What does devaluation mean and what is meant by stabilization of the economy,
how is economic stabilization linked with devaluation.
The triggers for currency devaluation.
What are the impacts of devaluation on the economy and why can it be called right
valuation.
Devaluation can help a country with payments and export. They also discussed the
obstacles to devaluation in a country.
EY Ford Rhodes, however, put up their argument that:
In light of the other team mentioning that exports can be increased through
devaluation. What is their opinion for a country like Pakistan, where this
proposition is bound to tread on harsh waters.
Putting 3 factors at the forefront of the argument: Consumer impact, History as a
teacher and Economic footprint of the country. An economy cannot stabilize
through devaluation.
Instead of increasing exports devaluation will reduce exports, putting more burden
on the economy allowing it to go further down its expected growth targets.
Intellect merged with entertainment when the audience (present and online
watching LIVE streaming) was told that they could register a vote for their favorite
team during the heated debate round using an online voting link.
Second Part comprised a thrilling fast-paced Buzzer Round. A total of 20
questions of 5 marks each were asked. The team which pressed the buzzer first
was allowed in a maximum of 15 seconds to respond and lock the selected
answer. Negative marking applied for wrong answers. This was one area The Lone
Rangers felt subdued as majority of questions were from State Bank’s Prudential
Regulations and Corporate Laws. However they carefully avoided any negative
marking which is commendable.

Round 3

APRIL 17: POSTER SALE
APRIL 21: ART SHOW
APRIL 28: SCULPTURE CLASS
APRIL 29: MUSIC SHOW

APRIL 2: SCIENCE FAIR
APRIL 22: SEMINAR TALK
APRIL 23: HEALTH & HEAL
APRIL 26: SEMINAR

admin@icapuaechapter.org 5
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NFO 2018: UAE Chapter Team
2nd Runner-Up!

RESULTS:
After the Jury evaluated the two Rounds, results were announced. Professionals’ Academy of Commerce (PAC) emerged victorious while EY Ford
Rhodes and our The Lone Rangers (UAE Chapter) became the first and second Runner-ups respectively. The winning team was awarded a
champion’s trophy, Apple MacBook Air and shields. The first Runner-up received Apple iPhone and shields while the second Runner-up received
Apple iPad and shields. Certificates were also given to all finalist teams. The 3rd, 4th and 5th Runner-ups were: Tabani's School of Accountancy,
Meezan Bank Limited and Midas Safety who also received gifts and certificates.
Message from The Lone Rangers:
“If we were to put our experience in three words, we would epitomize it as thrilling, challenging and educating. The competition inculcated the true
finance spirit in participants and also did its best in making us evaluate and accentuate our interpersonal skills. ICAP truly organized a magnificent
event and we would take this opportunity to wish them all the best for future spectacles.”
(Haresh Kumar, Khurram Abdul Razzak, Muhammad Asfandyar Zia - The Lone Rangers (UAE Chapter)).
UAE Chapter has marked a history and is extremely delighted with The Lone Rangers who contested so well till the end. It was a good wellcoordinated Team show. Congratulations to them!
(Note: All participants will be credited CPD hours based on actuals hours of the rounds they attended)

admin@icapuaechapter.org
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Speak Up! - NFO Participants
NFO's theme "Unleashing Potential, Recognizing Talent" conveys the importance of this competition. Talent is
present within the Finance Professionals and ICAP members community but a platform is required to
recognize, discover and bring it to the audience. NFO provides this platform for wide finance professionals
community. Per my experience as a contestant, I think that NFO has been a source of creating motivation,
learning opportunities, networking, teamwork and professional development for the contestants and the
followers of the NFO. I highly appreciate efforts of all involved in organizing the NFO and congratulate them on
their success. This was the first ever participation by an Overseas Chapter of ICAP. We are celebrating the
success of one of our teams which has been the second runner-up in the event. Congratulations to the team
'The Lone Rangers' and to the Managing Committee of ICAP UAE Chapter. (Gulshan Siddiqa)

National finance Olympiad provided a platform to take the warrior out of you which somehow has been sleeping within
us due to normal routine life. It was the chance to have one-to-one competition with finance professionals of highest
quality in Pakistan. Had the opportunity to meet the top tiers of multinationals during this event. Learned how to
believe in yourself and be a tough competitor for others. It enhanced our abilities to be presentable, taught us to keep
ourselves updated to be competitive, and gave recognition to the highest extent. I must say the arrangements were up
to the mark and helped us focus on the competition rather than sorting out admin hassles.
he only recommendation I would suggest is to make this competition acceptable to be applied Internationally, i.e.
avoid making quiz from the local laws only which are not applicable all over the world. (Muhammad Asfandyar Zia)

I think it was a well-organized activity. However, the local print media coverage did not happen. We
should try to get more media tractions to improve our image through such events. We should also aim at
organizing a competition locally with the cooperation of Auditors Association of UAE.
(M. Nafees)

It was a truly enjoyable experience to engage with fellow finance professionals in such an interesting activity.
Hats off to ICAP and the UAE Chapter for their efforts and I surely look forward to the next NFO.
(S. Taha Shakeb)

I would recommend that teams should be decided well in advance, updated Syllabus should be available
at NFO website, and UAE laws should be tested instead of Pakistani laws for UAE members.
(Naffar Hussain)

I would say, the competition should be made more practical than focusing on theoretical stuff. For instance, the last
buzzer round was more theoretical than being practical with questions normally we don't come across. Moreover, the
rounds should be kept on a weekend rather than weekdays. All in all a good learning experience.
(Haresh Kumar)

My suggestions relate to the debate round. Presentation should be audience oriented. Moreover, negative
marking should be there if any team is using jargons. Also In Debate round, opportunity should be given
to challenge the rebuttal.
(Khurram Abdul Razzak)

I would say it was a life time experience to participate in this challenging competition. I am grateful to Asma and
entire MC as well as our sponsors who sponsored this event and put trust in our capabilities to represent UAE chapter
on this forum. Looking forward for active participation ahead in the chapter activities and wishing chapter a
prosperous year ahead.
(Hassan Zaheer)
admin@icapuaechapter.org
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Sports! - UAE Cricket League Final
UAE Chapter Cricket League – Season 3:
The Managing Committee of UAE Chapter took a fitness initiative to bring the chapter members back to Tape ball
cricket, by organizing Cricket League Season 3. The League comprised 8 teams divided into 2 groups of 4 players
each (96 players!). UAE Chapter members and ICAP students in UAE actively participated in large numbers in the
League and it was massively appreciated amongst the fellow members and greater fraternity. The league spanned
over four weekends from November 2018 end to December 2018, with final played on Saturday (December 22,
2018). “Dubai Rockers” team rocked and once again claimed the throne of the league for the second consecutive
time.
Highlights of the final match were:
• Dubai Rockers and Abu Dhabi Eagles faced each other in the final match.
• Abu Dhabi Eagles won the toss and decided to bat first.
• The Eagles were restricted to 73 runs for the loss of 7 wickets
in 12 overs.
• Dubai Rockers went on to chase the run in mere 10 overs
with just the loss
of one wicket.
Awards:
- Man of the Match (Final): Yasir Gadit (Rockers)
- Player of the Tournament: Saud (Rockers)
- Best Batsman: Saud (Rockers)
- Best Bowler: Junaid (Abu Dhabi Eagles)
The participating teams, organizers, supporters and audience deserve applaud for their overwhelming interest
and participation in the event. Organizing Committee comprising of Azhar Iqbal, Yasir Gadit, Jehangir Siddiqui,
Irfan Bashir and Syed Asif Zaman also deserve appreciation. Congratulations to Team Rockers to carry on the
winning streak! We also owe a thanks to our Sponsors: Dum Pukht, Hadiya Promotions Leading Edge Alliance,
Software Consultants Secoia, Business Solutions, ATH Accountants & Business Advisors, Ishtiaq Rana
Company - Chartered Accountants & Mystic Advertising. Managing Committee of UAE Chapter aims to extend
this healthy activity across GCC and play GCC Cricket Tournament of ICAP in future.

admin@icapuaechapter.org
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NFO 2018 - Behind the Scene
It started back in mid-October when UAE Chapter was approached by PAIB committee to support NFO through chapter’s participation. Being
unaware of what is it and how it could happen, I went through some of the video recordings of previously conducted NFO nale and thought
it would be great if our members could volunteer to participate in the same. Easier as it seemed in theory, I was not aware that I am picking
up the most challenging task in the history of UAE chapter!
Expression of interests was sought from members as well as students who were appearing in the December 2018 attempt. A minimum of 3
teams were essential to have the rst round conducted in UAE. It took a while for the members to digest what kind of participation is
requested. The closing date was approaching fast along with the realization that minimum participation is not subscribed to be able to go
ahead with the participation. Mr. Nafees – a senior member based in UAE, came with a helping hand saying he is ready to volunteer and
participate in NFO. He also conceived the idea of naming the teams and developing slogans in order to add the interest element to it. He
convinced Mian Ahmed Farhan to be a contestant and both members extended whole-hearted support throughout the NFO journey.
Luckily 1 team joined from Abu Dhabi making total 4 teams ready to participate from the chapter. Meanwhile participants started seeking
information on preparation and syllabus, the next challenge in front was to fund for the registration costs (PKR 30,000/-) each.
I attempted to get a waiver of this fee from PAIB on the below grounds:
The NFO format currently followed in Pakistan nds its leverage in ICAP having an image, whereby corporates take prestige in sponsoring
their teams by allowing them to participate, avail preparation time as well as funding their participation fees, to encourage efforts towards
winning a prestigious award. However, the same can't be applied to UAE market as individuals have volunteered to participate. Arranging
sponsors for teams is not doable given current slow-down of economic activity and newness of NFO to the UAE market. In order to have a
rst ever participation from UAE Chapter in such Olympiad and image building of ICAP in UAE, I asked for the waiver of registration fee.
However the request was not approved. I went one more time explaining the extra efforts participants would be undertaking to cover topics
which are not part of UAE exposure. Again, it was turned down on the argument that such a small amount couldn’t be justi ed for a waiver as
ICAP has to cover for supervision and invigilation of the rst round in Dubai.
In my return response to ICAP, I suggested PAIB to approach Unilever Arabia as sponsor of the participation from UAE Chapter, since Unilever
is the major partner of ICAP in Pakistan for this event. A late thought, however was noted by ICAP to be pursued next year.
Meanwhile I reached Mr. Ashfaq Tola, honourable Council member to approach the President to understand if there is any possibility of fee
waiver. He was generous enough to volunteer himself to fund half of the registration cost. Syed Asif Zaman and Mr. Farrukh Baig came
forward to fund the rest of the 2 teams and this was how a seemingly impossible task started taking the shape of a reality.
By the time I con rmed the participation of 4 teams to ICAP, it was end of November! 12 days were left for the participants to prepare and
appear for the rst round. On Mr. Nafees’s suggestion, the participants met, got shirts printed with Teams names and pictures were posed on
Social media, which attracted interest of participants and members . Mian Farhan referred a wonderful venue for the rst round to be held on
December 13, 2018 and I coordinated with PAIB NFO team to make logistical arrangements for the event. Syed Asif Zaman came to support
with his o ce staff, funded the deposit of laptop obtained on rentals, IT accessories and photographer. Azhar Iqbal was holding the fort
coordinating administrative side for Abu Dhabi team.
It should be noted that Abu Dhabi Team faced an issue in getting clearance from their employer to have sponsor’s name mentioned in front
of their name for second and third round. Upon their demand, the name of Sponsor was removed and the team was asked to bear their
registration cost.
Despite some hiccups, chapter’s Social media pages were timely posted with updates to keep the members informed and aware.
Quali cation of 1 team from UAE for the second and nal rounds proved to be the icing on the cake.
The objective of story-telling is to learn from this life-time experience. It is good to take initiatives outside Pakistan, however there is a need
to carefully assess the needs of overseas market dynamics (where concept of NFO is completely alien) and plan before embarking on a
major project. The UAE Chapter took a call and tried their best to make it happen against all odds, however, the process could have been
smoother with careful planning and identi cation of locally available resources, with teams having more time for preparation in an earlier
stage. The event should have been further projected on local media to gain more exposure for the chapter. Moreover I believe there is a need
to look into giving fair chance of assessment on materials more relevant to overseas participants in the territory of their operation rather
than Pakistani Banking and Corporate laws.
Today the victory of team as second runner-up is a time of jubilation for the chapter. I hope and pray that with the appropriate learnings, we
shall be able to better take up this challenge in years to come.
(Asma Jan Muhammad)

admin@icapuaechapter.org 9
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CFO Conference Survey Results
UAE Chapter members to requested to opine on the holding of flagship event of ICAP UAE CFO Conference 2019. The Survey was
circulated through email and on social media, however only 65 responses have been received so far. Below were the results.

We urge UAE Chapter members to come forward and contribute towards making this
event a success.
Please address your expression of interest in ICAP UAE CFO Conference
to Asma or Yasir at admin@icapuaechapter.org

Upcoming Events
* Saturday February 16th 2019 --> Seminar on Islamic Banking and Finance
* End of February 2019 --> Annual Get together (tentative)

Key Note from A Veteran - (Continued from Page1)

Saleem Ibrahim Kapoorwala (R-1515)

1997 saw me in Muscat Oman with an Investment Holding listed company and getting involved additionally in day to day portfolio investment
management of shares and securities and their diverse equity investments with portfolio managers in Europe and Americas. There was no longer
the staff pool to do typing etc, everything had to be done single-handedly.
Moved to Doha in 2001 with the largest company the Oil and Gas corporation, a new world of budget administration and monitoring, hundreds of
departments and thousands of staff, introduction to ERP software and various IT systems to manage supply chain, contracts and medical services.
Set up mechanism of costing of services, prices and insurance billing. After retirement went into financial consultancy in Doha and moved to UAE
in 2017.
My Message:
Life provides many opportunities and challenges, most of them are not planned. Just like a swimming pool, you only learn by jumping into it. There
will be many ups and downs but one has to keep learning. Nothing can beat hard work or keep you down and the day you think you know it all in any
subject, pass it on. Don’t be stingy. Money is not the end of it, Knowledge is!
These days I am trying to learn Blockchain, currency trading etc.
admin@icapuaechapter.org
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Femme Passion
Femme Passion represent passionate Female Chartered Accountants of
ICAP based in UAE, who are keen to be associated with ICAP community
and work for the betterment of female accountants.
Femme Passion love to share thoughts and ideas through which its
members could make their presence felt in a positive manner and add value
to the community in particular and society in general.
The first meeting of Femme Passion members was held this month. Short
Bio of these members is reproduced here. Femme Passion is proud to have
energetic professionals striving for work-life integration, i.e. pursing career
as well as raising kids and taking care of their families. Hats off to these
individuals who nurture someone else's dreams while not letting go of
theirs!
*Femme Passion is an initiative by Asma Jan Muhammad

This is Hina Shamsi. I am an Internal
Audit professional and currently
working as a consultant with a firm
based in Dubai. I qualified in 2010 from
Deloitte Islamabad. I had been member
of ICAP Publication committee from
Sep 2014 till Aug 2018. I'm studying
ICAEW as well along with my job. I'm
very passionate about my career and
looking forward to excel more in
Auditing profession. I have 21 month
old son who is the reason of my smile
Alhamdulillah.

I am Sehrish Sarfaraz, qualified in 2010.
Did my article ship from KPMG Pakistan.
Currently working as Senior Accountant
& Asset Management Professional with
Wasl Group.
My Passion is at what I do, to lead a
good life, find the best in myself and
become the best version of myself.

I am Saleema, a qualified Chartered
accountant and ACCA. I am currently
working with MetLife, Middle East as
Financial Planning and Analysis Manager.
I am married and mother of a son.
I finished my articles from KPMG and
qualified in 2010.Since then, I have moved
to UAE and associated with MetLife. I love
travelling as it helps to learn about
diversity of cultures and people and I am
a big foodie who can eat Meetha anytime
anywhere ;)

Asma Shabbir from Karachi
Pakistan, qualified in Dec 2010
Did articles from Grant Thornton
Working in UAE since last 7
years as Chief Accountant in
Almoe Group of Companies.

We are
thankful
to our
Valued
Partners
admin@icapuaechapter.org
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